
Instrutions for the Hall E�et1. Calibration of the Magneti Field1. Set up the eletromagnet(56213) with the pole piees spaing by the thikness ofthe support plate of the Hall e�et apparatus(58681). For this alibration, not to set theapparatus(58681) as in �gure but plae one edge of the support plate between the pole pieesand �x the lumping devie when you get the proper spaing.2. Connet the variable extra-low voltage transformer (52139) with the oils(56213).Connet 20 VDC outputs to 'A' inputs of the oils with an ammeter (a digital multimeter)between VDC+ and the oil. Connet both 'E's with another ord.3. Set the teslameter (51662) so that the probe an measure the magneti �eld of thespae between the pole piees. Take are not to break the probe as it is fragile and veryexpensive.4. Turn on the extra-low voltage transformer (52139) and the teslameter (51662). Mea-sure the magneti �eld in the range of 0.1-0.9 Tesla while inreasing the urrent, IB, from 0to 9A. More data points are required when slope beame less steep. Plot the magneti �eld(B) versus the oil urrent (IB) with unertainties.2. Setup and Measurements of the Hal e�et1. Take o� the teslameter (be areful!) and turn o� the extra-low voltage transformer.Set up the Hall e�et apparatus (silver/tungsten) with onnetion to the high urrent powersupply (52155) with blak/read thik ords. (Connetion to an ammeter (+side) is notneessary as it is measurable at the window of the power supply. Don't use a small analogmultimeter here.) Connet the plate to the input of the mirovoltimeter(53213).2. Set the transverse urrent IQ of the high urrent power supply (52155) to 15 A.Reset the mirovoltimeter to zero by pushing the 'Auto omp.' button. Apply the oilurrent IB by the extra-low voltage transformer and measure the Hall voltage UH by themirovoltimeter in the range of IQ=0-9A.3. Repeat the measurement of 2 by setting the transverse urrent IQ=20A.4. Plot the hall voltage UH versus the magneti �eld B using the alibrated values inPart.1. Find the slope using the least square �tting for eah IQ. Find the Hall onstant RH



{ 2 {and the onentration of harge arriers, n, with unertainties. Compare with the theoretialvalues: RH = 8:9� 10�11m3C�1, n= 6:6� 1028m�3.UH = 1n � e � B � IQd = RH �B � IQd ; (1)where e = 1:602� 10�19C is the elementary harge and d = 5� 10�5m is the foil thikness.5. Repeat above measurements for di�erent materials (silver/tungsten).


